WELCOME HOME

EVENT GUIDE

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

EVENTS/ACTIVITIES
We’ve got a lot of fun events this year going on all over the Paddock.
Check the white board at the Town Hall for updated event information.

BE RESPECTFUL: Kiwiburn is
held on private land. Please respect
our hosts and their beautiful farm!
Drive carefully to the Gate at 5km/h,
following the signs. Please respect any
boundary tape we have put in place –
it is there to protect your safety. Don’t
cross the river or climb the cliffs! If you
are found outside festival grounds,
you may be evicted from the event.
BLACK SHEEP RANGERS: (Formerly
Paddock Relief). Volunteers in bright
green t-shirts who help ensure the
safety of the site and participants. If
you see a concerning situation, alert
your nearest Ranger or go to their
headquarters: the purple building at
the back of the lower paddock.
BURN NIGHTS: We have two
separate burns: The Effigy on
Saturday night and The Temple on
Sunday night! Keep an eye on the
Depot white board for potential other
art installation burns. You MUST have
prior approval to burn your installation!
CARS: No cruising! The Kiwiburn
site is designed for pedestrians and
bicycles. No cars, motorcycles, ATV’s,
golf carts or go-carts are allowed to
drive in our town or the surrounding
area except for registered art and
safety vehicles. (Visit The Depot to
register a vehicle).
COMMERCE: You can not buy or
sell anything. Kiwiburn is a place
of sharing and free exchange within
a gift economy. The only exception
to this is the purchase of ice (see
below).
THE DEPOT: The Depot is our
on-site information and volunteer
hub. Wanna buy some ice? Depot.
Wanna sign up for a volunteer shift?
Depot. Lost wallet, keys or phone?
Depot. Need to contact the Site
Manager? Depot. General questions?
Depot. Come write your event on our
blackboard and enjoy the view from
the front yard. Open 10am–5pm daily.
EMERGENCIES: Medics are on duty
24 hours a day. They are situated
near the Depot and are equipped with
radios, as are Black Sheep Rangers.
There is always Site Manager on
duty and Security at night, easily
identifiable in hi-viz vests.

FIRE BAN: There are to be NO open
fires outside the organised burns on
Saturday/Sunday except those
pre-registered with the Ops team.
Gas cookers are ok. Fire spinning is
ok in the fire spinning areas.
GATE: Opening times for Gate are:
Wednesday: 8am – 2am
Thursday: 9am – midnight
Friday:
9am – midnight
Saturday:
9am – 6pm
Sunday:
closed
A security firm will be at the Gate outside
of these hours. They are here to help so
please be courteous and nice!
GREY WATER: Most camps need to
dispose of grey water during Kiwiburn.
Grey water is produced from cooking,
dish washing, and hair and body
washing. Grey water can be dumped
anywhere on the Paddock, we only ask
that you consider where people walk
before you create puddles. Do NOT
wash your dishes in the swimming hole!
ICE: The only thing sold at Kiwiburn
is ICE! IFor sale at The Depot during
daytime hours (10am–5pm). Please try
to have exact change ($5/bag).
IN/OUT: Once on site, we want you
to stay there! However, if you need to
leave, you’ll pay $20 per vehicle for the
privilege of doing so. Cash only.
LOST AND FOUND: Small valuables
like phones, wallets and car keys can
be brought to The Depot. Clothes and
other items are your responsibility.
MEDIA: We continue to get a lot of
publicity thanks to our Media Team
so we expect to have some media
personnel on site. They will be easily
identifiable; wearing a Media Pass, and
walking around with a Kiwiburn Liaison.
MOOP (Matter-Out-Of-Place): Our
community respects the environment.
We are committed to leaving no
physical trace of our activities wherever
we gather. If you see MOOP, pick it up.
You are responsible for ensuring your
campsite is clean before you leave.
Please do not leave food scraps.
MPW: The Ministry of Public Works
team works tirelessly before, during, and
post-festival to create the infrastructure
needed for the festival. The MPW are

a crazy bunch (you gotta be to do that
work) so if you see them working in the
hot sun, we’re sure they’d appreciate a
cold drink or beer!
PADDOCK UNLIMITED RENEWABLE
ENERGY CO-OPERATIVE (PURE-C):
The Home for Wayward Girls and Boys
is offering 12volt batteries and a solar
charging service to anybody who wants
to make use of them. See Captain
Lumos for more info. Greeters and Town
Hall will be running off of PURE-C!
RUBBISH: Remember: Kiwiburn is
a Leave No Trace Event. Pack it In,
Pack it Out. We aim to leave the site
cleaner than we found it. TAKE YOUR
RUBBISH HOME! Do not empty
rubbish or put anything other than
human waste in the portable toilets.
You are responsible for the condition of
your campsite and nearby public areas
of Kiwiburn. Clean up as you go!
The nearest Waste Transfer Stations
open will be:
Marton – on King Street: 06 327 8200.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday 7:30am to 11:30am; Thursday
7:30am to 2:30pm; Saturday and
Sunday 8:00am to 3:00pm
Taihape – Manu Road: 06 388 0170
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
7:30am to 11:30am; , Tuesday and
Thursday closed; Saturday and
Sunday 8:00am to 3:00pm
http://www.rangdc.govt.nz/index.php/
solid-waste
TOWN HALL (CENTRE CAMP):
The Town Hall is available for
everyone to use for talks, workshops
and events. It’s also available as a
shelter from the rain and sun. An
event white board will be up showing
you what exciting stuff is happening
on the Paddock.
VOLUNTEERING: Our festival
happens because of you! There’s lots
of positions to be filled and new energy
required for 2017 so if you’re keen,
sign up at the Depot and get involved!
Kiwiburn finishes at 10am Monday
and all participants must pack up
and leave unless you are permitted
to be on site eg MPW volunteer.

ONGOING EVENTS – DAILY

WEDNESDAY 24 JANUARY

Bottomless Coffee Hunter Villa
9-10:30am we’ll be serving bottomless
coffee, bottomless (pants optional).

Tough Talk Live Centre for change
1-2pm Sam O’Sullivan, a Clinical
Psychologist, has spent the last 10
months traveling around New Zealand
in his van creating a web series with
everyday Kiwi men about their tough
stories, how they support their wellness,
their mates, and what it takes to be
tough on the inside – toughtalk.nz. Ask
Sam questions about the project, his
motivation, interviews, and experiences
on the road.

Slap Shippy Healing Roving 10am daily
There is an ancient healing practice that
transcends all socially imposed barriers
and brings us to the very core of kinship.
Follow the call, don’t hold back, and
thou shall be healed!
The Bloody Virgin Roaming 11am1pm The Virgin Mary herself honours
Kiwiburn’s grand bizarre with a holy
visitation. The Mother of God incarnate
will bestow benedictions, and worthy
devotees may be anointed with an
imbibement of Bloody Mary elixir
from the sacred opening of life itself.
From those who brought you the
Vigin Sacrifice BBQ, this roaming
performance event invites you to revel
in the holy trinity of the sacred, profane,
and semi-political-tongue-in-cheekcomedic-performance art. Blessed be.
Taji Tai Chi – Thurs, Fri & Saturday
Centre for change 1-2pm A fun
workshop that explores moving
meditation, dance, and laughter. Learn
the blissful and serene movements of Tai
Chi to the tune of the Paddock’s most
obnoxious banging anthem: Taj Mahal.
The Fool Service Hunter Villa Check our
noticeboard With the fools around full
service abounds. Providing the premium
in paddock provisions and personalised
pampering. Beverages, bites, chill vibes,
and a focus on premium hospitality.
Slackline Fest The Forest All day
Slackline fest all day every day in the
village/forest. BYO Slackline.
The Revolving Clothesline The Depot
The Revolving clothes line is a great
Kiwiburn classic, a feature of the
Paddock for 8-9 years. A rope line with
pegs, some old clothes hung up, and
the rest is up to you! Bring along the
clothes you no longer need and set
them free on the clothes line! Come and
browse and take what you like.

Future architects: Designing social
living spaces to maximise the human
potential Centre for change 2:303:30pm Personal reflections on living
in a big social house (the big house ha)
and thoughts about how future living
spaces could be designed to build
communities and harness emerging
technologies such as Decentralised food/
power/water production and a sharing
economy.
Paddock Sketchy Playhouse 3-4pm
Join us at 3pm on Wednesday for a Life
Drawing Session, Burner style. We’ll
provide a model, the paper, and some
mayhem. You bring the magic, and
your markers. This is not your Aunty’s
Art Class.
Wim Hof Method with Scott Townsend
Centre for change 3:30-4:30pm Explore
the Wim Hof Method with certified Wim
Hof instructor Scott Townsend. This
method empowers people to become
the happiest, strongest, and healthiest
versions of themselves. Pioneered by
Wim Hof who has 26 world records for
being awesome. The Wim Hof Method
has 10 years of scientific research
backing how extra-ordinary it is.
Triple Baes hottest 100 SKULLFUCK
4pm til late Like a barby at your uncle’s
we are serving up nothing but greasy,
sizzling bangerz dripping in sauce, come
through for espresso martini shots and
all the hottest choons of the year.
Your Hands are a Flute! The Hangout
4-5pm Are you musically inclined
but often find yourself without an
instrument? Do you strive for more
notes than traditional whistling can
easily provide? Well the hand flute could
be the thing for you! Join Dom for a

demonstration and lesson in the art of
Hand Flute, no previous experience
required, BYO hands
Introducing Trojan-corn Rainbow
Unicorns 4-6pm Meet the beast that
neigh-led Freddy and became his worst
night-maaaarrreeee. The trojan-corn is
chomping at the bit to greet you all!
Flow Yoga with Live DJ Centre for
change 4:30-5:30pm This session will
be a chance to move, connect with your
body, let go of your mind and express
through the wisdom of yoga. Add a live
DJ set on top of that and you have the
perfect combination!
Fire: A DIY Guide The Hangout 5-6pm
Are you worried about the coming
environmental armageddon? Are your
plans for a retreat into Nature foiled
by your inability to survive without the
conveniences of modern life? Join our
resident bushman Lenny for a primer
(ha) in Fire Lighting and you’ll be that
one step closer to living off the land.
Two Moons Temple Opening Ceremony
Two Moons Temple 6-8pm Opening
ceremony for Two Moons Temple, a
courageous femmy space. women,
non-binary, trans, non-male and femmeidentifying folks welcome.
Brotherhood Welcoming Ceremony
The Sanctuary 6-8pm For many of us
burns can be a place to experiment
with radically new ways of being, so in
the spirit of brotherhood we invite you to
do just that. Come and open your burn
with a conversation about masculinity:
what serves us, what doesn’t, and how
we can be better men for the sake of
ourselves and those around us. Invitation
extended to male-identifying persons of
Kiwiburn and all those who share the
Paddock with them.
Vegan Meet n Greet Potluck
Om Shanti 6-8pm Welcome home!
Come get acquainted with your friendly
fellow vegans over a delectable plantbased potluck dinner. You DO win
friends with salad!
Contact Improvisation Dance Workshop
Centre for change 6-7pm This workshop
explores the art of authentically
connecting in contact with others
through dance. Join Sarah and Ali for
this multi-dimensional dance form using

the energies of gravity, momentum and
weight sharing to connect with others.
ARTery Opening ARTery 7-9pm
Got a fancy art degree? Want an
opportunity to finally do something with
it? Want to casually mention how an art
installation transcends the zeitgeist with
effervescence or point at stuff and call
it “derivative”?! Most importantly, want
to drink wine, eat cheese and talk art?
Come to the ARTery opening for your
chance to act like fancy wanker. BYO
Wine and bow ties.
Quite Incoherent the Second Camp
Incoherent 7-8pm “WELCOME TO QI
– The game show where you get points
for the most interesting and incoherent
answers, regardless of whether they are
true! Our contestants will baffle us with
their absurdity, and our hosts George
Foreman Grill and the Nicolator will
confuse you with the “truth”. Prizes for
the most serious audience member.”
Why is sexual liberation important?
Q and A with Ellie Wilde Centre for
change 7:30-8:30pm A discussion with
our revered high priestess. Bring all of
your queries about sex, the conscious
sexuality movement, and anything you
want to discuss in relation to that thing
that society loves to control.
Red Night Party The Raspberry Beret
8pm-2am Red Night at the Raspberry
Beret! Start your burn the RED way
with deep bassy beats, lush velvet,
ice blended cocktails and our famous
nangberry couch.
Sundown Paddock Parade! Playhouse
8:30-10pm Come and sparkle with us at
sundown! Wear your best get-up, bring
your glow-whatsits and noise makers
and let’s conga line our way around the
Paddock. The more the merrier! Join
us Wednesday and Thursday nights at
dusk for pre-parade party drinks (BYO),
we depart 1 hours after sunset!
Lush Live Music Chur Bassilica 9pm –
2am Ridiculously good jazz, opera, and
live electronica.
Constellation Gazing Dark paddock
between TMT and Bozo Island 11pm
– midnight BYO blankets, warm drinks
and telescopes. Share your favourite
constellations stories. Let’s get cozy
and soak in the night sky. Weather and
cloud-cover dependent.

THURSDAY 25 JANUARY
Workshops all day Flojo All day
Come to Flojo to see the schedule.
Yoga Centre for change 8-9am
Sarah’s classes flow in a Vinyasa rhythm
and open us to grounding, fluidity,
balance, stability, refinement and
meeting one’s subtle edge with ease and
grace. Sarah understands all bodies are
unique and diverse and carry infinite
potential for transformation.
Alchemy Yoga Centre for change
9-10am Yin & Yang asanas with intuitive
movements to discover you inner
Alchemistry
Shibari performance Very Alternative
Gathering Camp 9-10am Rope play is
a big thing in the Wellington kink scene
and we would like to showcase some
of the possibilities with rope. If you like
our rope classes you wouldn’t want to
miss this. Join us on a journey of rope
bondage and suspension. Be amazed
by thrilling beats and intense connection
between two people as they exchange
power and submission.
Sharing Circle Two Moons Temple
10-11am Sharing circle at Two Moons
Temple, a courageous femmy space.
women, non-binary, trans, non-male and
femme-identifying folks welcome.
The art of kissing Town Hall 10-10:45
am Workshop – techniques of kissing
Phobia Cures Burny Burny Sanctum
Whirly 10-11am Got a phobia? Zap it
with the NLP 5 minute phobia cure.
What have you got to lose? :)
Disco Flow The Hangout 10-11am
Find your inner yogi and/or diva with
Chakra Khan and her funky disco flow
Forests for the Future: Part 1 Centre
for change 10-11am Our forests have
been destroyed and we are tasked with
nurturing their renewal. Join Cam and
Phoenix to discuss reforestation, rewilding and regenerative forestry.
Forest Mindfulness The Hangout
11am-midday Take a walk with Sam
from the Hangout theme camp to the
forest. We will sit together and journey
from our external to internal worlds.
Learn to move your attention calmly
between what you can sense in your
surrounding environment, physical
sensations in your body, and thoughts
in your mind. A space to find peace, sit
with suffering, or discover new layers to
the spiral of life.

Forests for the Future: Part 2
Centre for change 11am-midday From
forests we came, to forests we can
return. Join Phoenix for a session on
designing forest-based human habitat:
agroforestry, food forests and integrated
forest living.
Improvised Theatre Jam Two Moons
Temple 11am-midday Improvised jam
session in a ‘brave space’ where we
can have the freedom to play scenes
that speak to us as women or queers or
people living with other challenges.
Sharing is caring – sharing economies
Town Hall 11am-midday The sharing
economy exsists in full force off the
Paddock. In this chat, we’ll shoot the
shizz at about some rad communitybuilding initiatives where people are
our biggest assets and resources are
best shared. I’ll rant and rave about
3 awesome projects – Wellington
Timebank (with 27 active timebanks in
NZ, there’s one in your town!), lending
libaries (access over ownership!) and
savings pools (where your dollar bills
build community).
Coffee, Chill Beats and Outdoor Games
Dancealot 11am-1pm Summer Games,
French Coffee and Chill Sounds on
the Dancefloor at Dancealot. Come
and meet your neighbours over freshly
ground coffee. Listen to the beats, chill,
chat and play a few fun games with our
oversized outdoor games.
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 11am-12:15pm
Join us to experience a facilitated
Connection Circle, where you will take
part in a guided conversation designed
to build meaningful relationships.
Advanced Tummy Raspberry Workshop
The Raspberry Beret 11am-midday
Our resident experts will guide your
through the acient art of tummy
raspberries. During the workshop you
will learn to both give and recieve tummy
raspberries and we will help you develop
some advanced techniques. Open your
Raspberry Chakra as we end the session
with a Raspberry Beret Staple, the godly,
NANGBERRY.
Cute Human Portraitures! The
Raspberry Beret 11am-midday We
would love to capture you and what
makes you YOU (for you)! Come along
and sign up for a time slot for some
photo fun times and get some cute
portraiture styled photos of you and
your fave humans (max 8 humans at

a time)! The images will be for you only
and will be emailed directly to you after
Kiwiburn. BYOBackdrop! Do you have
some cool props or clothes or a concept
or a backdrop that you wanna have
photos in? Bring them too! If you’re a
nudist human, totally 100% cool too!
These photos are for YOU so you can do
whaaaatever you like :) Family friendly!
Human friendly! Sexy fun time/normal/
weird/strange things friendly! Come sign
up at the Raspberry Beret and come
back when it’s your time! Also catch us
roving around the Paddock or by the
river for some fun photo-play :)
Sandwhich Party (Sanga!)
Chur 11:30am A celebration of the
sandwhich, aka the Sanga. Arrive on
time as we explore sangart history,
modern day sang building techniques,
the guiding principles, and share a few
pro-tips. Bring a few of your favourite
sanga ingredients cause you know we’re
gonna ‘wrap’ this presentation with a
full-blown sanga party! If you have any
gangz az home-made condiments –
bring them along for judging!
Edible Weeds and Medicinal Herbs
Two Moons Temple 12-1pm
This is a workshop to discuss and
open our minds and eyes to the
wonderful nutrients we can get from
the most unassuming plants, usually
labeled as ‘weeds’ and found in our
own back gardens! The discussion
will be a space for sharing resources,
knowledge of all kinds, and various
homemade herbal teas.
Pom Pom Headband Workshop
The Hangout 12-1pm Adore exotic
headwear? Enjoy boozey bubbles?
Come and create fabulous pom pom
headresses whilst we shower you in
champagne!
High-noon Tea Party Pillowtopia
12-3pm Come along for a selection
of hot and cold brews to help you
to recover your party mojo. We’ll
provide comfort, cushions, cuddles,
conversations, and (some) cups.
The Power of Regenerative Design:
Toward Human and Planetary Health
Centre for change 12-1pm
We are facing an uncertain future as a
species. Holistic, conscious design offers
an interdisciplinary platform for tackling
the most complex issues of our time.
Talk with Phoenix Sam, and Leo about
leadership in the anthropocene and
redesigning our world.

What’s your name? Town Hall
12:30-1:30pm What’s your name?
What’s in a name? What’s the story your
name tells about you? What’s the story
you tell about your name? Let’s enchant
each other through artful identity: selffulfilling prophecies welcome.
Booty poppin heels dancing (sans
heels) Two Moons Temple 1-2pm
We’ll be workshopping some sassy, sexy,
silly, booty poppin dance moves you can
do with or without high heels, maybe
putting together a small choreography
if there’s time. Bring whatever shape
of body and footwear you like, a bad
attitude and a sense of humour ;-)
Paddock Portraits for the More-thanMildly Interesting Playhouse 1-2 pm
Get together your finest gooble-hoppers
and put on your best swoggle-beans!
Playhouse is here to immortalise your
paddock persona through digital imagery
which will be sent out sometime in the
future via robot gannets so your burner
self can re-unite with your real life self!
Blues Dance Workshop The Raspberry
Beret 1-2pm Come on in to the
Raspberry Dome to sway your troubles
away and slip into the fun, mellow
moves of Blues dance. The music of
Blues is so full of soul and feeling, so
deep you can feel it in your bones; it
moooves you! The beauty about Blues
dance is the easy conversational tone
between dance partners, anything
goes, set steps are optional; it’s all about
fun and connection and the music of
course. It will be a rotating dance floor,
so no need to bring a dance partner,
come alone or with friends.
Permaculture Picnic BYO Centre for
change 1-3pm Share a meal with fellow
permaculturalists and changemakers,
bring something yum to contribute.
Laughing workshop The Raspberry
Beret 1-1:30pm Come and get your
Laugh on at the Raspberry Beret! Our
expert facilitators are highly trained in
the arts of hilarity and will get your belly
shaking and your shoulders popping in
no time. This highly interactive workhop
will leave you feeling happy, invigorated
and childlike.
Taji Taichi Chur Bassilica 1pm
A fun workshop that explores moving
meditation, dance, and laughter. Learn
the blissful and serene movements of
Tai Chi to the tune of the Paddocks most
obnoxious banging anthem: Taj Mahal.

Dreamers at Kiwiburn Town Hall
1:30-2:30pm Recurring dreams, lucid
dreams, dreams come true, dreams
that scare you. A childhood dream, the
dream you had last night, the one you
didn’t want to wake up from. Dreamed
dreamer of dreams, come share your
imagination for real.
Shibari for beginners Very Alternative
Gathering 2-3pm Shiribari, also known
as Hojo-jitsu, is the Japanesemartial
art of rope bondage. We will teach
you some basic knots along with the
safety considerations that go along with
them to ensure you and you partner
can have some fun without long term
implications. If popular this class will run
daily at this time.
Poi Sessions with Yames The Hangout
2-4pm Whether you’re a regular poi
practitioner or you’ve never picked one
up, come along and learn everything
from the basics to multi-poi with The
Hangout’s Poi Professor, Yames.
Celebrating the life of Briar!
The Rainbow Unicorns 2-4pm Shes
not the Messiah she’s a very naughty
unicorn! Come and celebrate the life of
Briar with cakes and caboodle galore.
Plants overgrow patriachy Two
Moons Temple 2-3pm Wild weeds are
medicine, food, life. A discussion about
how learning about plants can help us in
the journey to out grow the patriarchy
Eclectic Electrics Sensory Dispensary
2-3pm Think you’re a bright spark? Need
some stimulation? Ever find yourself
asking: electricity, how does it work?
Come join us and our resident electrician
as he takes us on a 101 whirlwind
through the mysterious and magnificent
world of ELETRONICS! You’ll probably
leave feeling positive. And if not, don’t
worry, we have an expert on hand.
Ukulele Jams! Tangerine Steeze 2-3pm
Come join us for some Refreshing iced
tea to the tunes of Ukulele and Song!
Bring your Uke, or just bring your
stunning self and let’s get our singing
Jam on!! Play, watch, sing and dance! It’s
all on here!
Whirly crafternoon Burny burny
sanctum whirly 2-4pm Come and make
fairy trinkets, magical artifacts or like
maybe a card or something. Or just have
a cuppa, hang out and chat about the
projects you are working on. Bring some
materials if you like (but not loose glitter
or other easily moopy things please).
Kids are welcome.

Permaculture Thursday 101 –
Introduction Centre for change
2:30-3:30pm An introduction to the
foundations and basics of permaculture:
the conscious design of abundant
systems that harmonize with ecological
patterns. With Phoenix and Emma
Fruit Bowl Sharing Circle Two Moons
Temple 3-4pm A relaxed and friendly
space to connect, share, laugh,
strengthen & grow for women who
identify as indigenous, Ma-ori, Pa-sifika,
Black, Latin American, a person of
colour, Asian, Brown, Middle Eastern,
African, or any variation of minority
cultures in Aotearoa – this also includes
white-passing peeps! This space
acknowledges intersectionality of culture,
gender & sexuality and recognises that
each individual experiences privilege
and oppression in different ways – one’s
experience does not deny another’s.
Haere mai/welcome you shy wahine,
let’s connect and celebrate US in all our
gloriously complex identities.
Queer Folk Touching Base /
QUILT*BAG + P Lavender Lounge
3-5pm This workshop is designed as a
first contact for the sexual and gender
diverse attendees to meet and greet,
with a view to going forward in friendship
and solidarity throughout the festival.
Will be discussing ideas of sexual and
gender identity diversity... Making an
energetic heart circle... Having fun with
letters and words... Coming out and
making oneself vulnerable to the group...
Collectively cheering each other on and
more. Re-grouping on Saturday at 2pm
for round 2.
Adult / child happy hour Playful pixies
and Sleeping Beauties 3-4pm The
witching hour was never so much fun.
Come with or without your little one. We
have fun for everyone. Adults can enjoy
a cocktail and board game or head/hand
massage, while the little ones will be kept
entertained with origami, face painting,
colouring in and physical games (relays,
paper, scissors, rock tag)
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 3-4:15pm Join us to
experience a facilitated Connection
Circle, where you will take part in a
guided conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships.
Make your own FunFur animal Ears
The Raspberry Beret 3-4pm Come
and make your own delightful fluffy
ears to prance around the Paddock

in. Assemble your pre-cut fur ears and
inners then stitch them onto hairsnaps
to clip in your hair and be a real cutie
patootie. All furs and fabrics, glues,
hairsnaps provided.
Permaculture Thursday 102 – Tracking
Patterns Centre for change 3:304:40pm Reality can be understood in
the beautifully complex language of
pattern. Join Phoenix on a journey into
the world of patterns – tracking them,
understanding them, and harnessing
them to change the world.
The Box Project Two Moons Temple
4-5pm Tea and Collective Creation
Tantric Experience – Chi Energy Town
Hall 4-5:30 pm Learn the mystical part
of Tantra traditions. Different cultures
call it Chi, Ki, Prana or Lifeforce. In Reiki,
Qi Gong, Ayurveda – we all use it. You
would’ve experienced the sensation – a
bubbling, fizzing, energising feeling –
perhaps during your first loving kiss.
Discover how to harness it, channel
it, and use it during your lovemaking.
Come as a couple or solo. For some, this
‘mind blowing’ experience is orgasmic
– but without orgasm! It’s safe and
exciting. You can keep your clothes on.
Bongs and Quesadillas SKULLFUCK
4pm til we run out We had a big night
last night but luckily we thought ahead
and so we’re cooking up a bunch of
quesadillas and listening to DJ Dirty
Santos’ healthy mix of blues, mariachi
and old school rock and roll.
Abby and her Uke The Hangout 4-5pm
Join us this afternoon for the sweet,
soulful sounds of Abby and her Uke
Wheel of Misfortune & Woodfire
Pizza Directions will be in town hall!
4-7pm We will have a massif wheel of
misfortune for people to spin. Three
options will be unfortunate but not overly
terrible (surprise water to the face, an
enormous butt slapper etc..) the last will
be pizza! We are heaps friendly though,
so will feed folks anyway if they lose a
couple of times. Bringing a woodfire
pizza oven to create all this in. Will have
both vegetarian and carnivore options.
We will have some signs out too so folks
don’t get lost on the way. See y’all soon !
Radical Fermentation – When burners
make beers Hunter Villa 4:20pm
An interactive talk & tasting on the art of
making beer, with brewing wizards Carvy
& Don Simón.

Permaculture Thursday 103 –
Ecological Design Centre for change
4:30-5:30pm What is design? Why
design? Who designs? How can we
design better? How do ecosystems
design? How do we design like
ecosystems? A philosophical journey
with Phoenix and Emma
Story Time for Well-Behaved Adults
Playhouse 5-6 pm It’s 2018; everyone
is tired, we have to wear pants, and
avocados are too expensive. Adulting is
lame and we want to have more naps.
Here is the next best thing! Reginald
Copperbottom, fancy man of fancy fancy
has a collection of children’s books, as
well as more risqué readings, to read
dramatically for all you well-behaved
adults on the Paddock. Come sit down,
get comfy (BYO cushion or chair),
and have a listen! Also, free lollies.
Marvellous.
La Grande Chartreuse The Lavender
Lounge 5-6pm Join the Lavender
Lounge to lubricate your evening as the
sun goes down. Herbaceous liqueur –
fresh from the libatious mountain monks
of France – will flow from the hands of
your gracious fairy hosts until the bottles
are empty and your hearts are full. All
are welcome – if you’re covered in mud
you can squat in the grass and we’ll
pour it down your gullet.
Taoist Tantric Breast Massage
Two Moons Temple 5-6pm Working with
divine energy we will restore vitality to
our organs and fill our body with pure
love. Meditation and breast massage
are beautiful forms of self love, as well
as beneficial for our mental health and
hormonal levels. With the five elements
we will follow a flow of raising our energy
and pleasure in worship of our sacred
temple. (Not suitable for children).
Permaculture Thursday 104 –
Ecological Design Process Centre for
change 5:30-6:30pm The basics of
an ecological design process for the
conscious design of social, personal and
ecological systems that harmonise with
the worlds natural rhythms. Designing
ecosystems like ecosystems. With
Phoenix
FUCK Food Shame Two Moons
Temple 6-8pm FUCK the time and
energy wasted on whether and what to
eat. I’d rather be living. This is a new
developing workshop on how to throw off
the shackles of food obsession, based
heavily on the book ‘Intuitive Eating’ by

Evelyn Tribole and Elyse Resch. One to
two hours long. All bodies welcome. (Not
suitable for children).
Clowning Workshop Town Hall
6-30-7:30 pm ”The wisdom of the clown
is being able to fall and assume it. It
is a profound answer to death in all its
forms.” – Giovanni Fucetti.
Our bodies remember our story. Every
failure, heartbreak, triumph and
disappointment are written in the way
that you move. Usually we work hard to
disguise the specificities of ourselves.
Your Clown takes these patterns that
make up you and turns them into a
game. Let’s explore our own failures
and limitations like kids again – with
playfulness, wonder and joy.
Science Night Town Hall 7:30-9:30pm
Science Night is back! If you are nerdinclined, want to ask a drunk scientist
some questions or just curious about the
world, deep sea (Release the Kraken is
back!) or other monsters, go no further.
Sacred Union ritual Centre for change
7:30-8:30pm Delve into the world of
sacred sexuality with this ancient tantric
ritual, about deep connection with self
and other. This is a sex positive space
and could contain nudity and sexual
interaction/expression.
Chur-uth OR Dar Bar Chur Bar 8pm
An evening at the Chur!Bar which needs
no introduction. Definitely an experience
which is not to be missed.
Chursday Night Party Chur Bassilica
8pm til late Chur’s only full volume night
of bass music. You know how we get
down. We get down on our knees and
pray for sweet bass-heavy salvation.
Beats Beers and Bass The Rusty
Joint 9pm til midnight Electronic/DnB/
Dubstep. Come up to your local for free
beer and a boogie.
The Ultraviolet Masquerade Ball
Funkhutt 9pm – 3am
IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE LIGHT!
Funkhutt presents: The Inaugural
UV Masquerade Ball. Join us at ‘The
Funkhutt Estate’ for a night of opulence,
decadence, and pure class. Fancy dress
is highly recommended, so wear your
finest dayglo suit, or your designer fluoro
ball gown. Bring a masquerade mask, or
have one painted on at the door with our
UV face/body paint. D.J’s include Bing,
CJ Funkofield, Dirty Harry, Mad-Dog
Bob, plus guests. Progressive Funky
Techno > Progressive Psy > Ambient
and Chill.

Fire Idol Flojo 9pm Fire Spinning Comp
– please come to Flojo prior to the event.
Stumblin’ in the Dark – Night Art Tour
ARTery 9-11pm Stumble about in the
dark, look at pretty things, and learn
a little bit about some of Kiwiburn’s
talented artists. BYO Torch.

FRIDAY 26 JANUARY
Workshops all day Flojo All day
Come to Flojo to see the schedule.
Blue Moon Meditation Centre for
change 7-8am Heralded by the Blue
Moon at the end of the month, join Priya
and take this rare opportunity to enquire
honestly, into the depths of your being.
Nude Yoga with Spunky Spice
Centre for change 8-9am Get embodied
with a full body stretch. Embrace
yourself. Cultivate body love. Release
inhibitions, negative thinking patterns
and all that is no longer serving you,
including your clothes!
Joint Rolling Town Hall 8-8:30am
Are you looking for help to ease into your
day ? do you want to join us for some
gentle joint rolling yoga ? a no pain no
stress way to start your day.
Acro Jam Centre for change 9-10am
Come and explore Acro with Leo and
Tara. We jamming!
Wim Hof Method with Scott Townsend
Centre for change 10-11am
Explore the Wim Hof Method with
certified Wim Hof instructor Scott
Townsend. This method empowers
people to become the happiest,
strongest, and healthiest versions of
themselves. The Wim Hof Method has
10 years of scientific research backing
how extra-ordinary it is.
Shabari Rope Bondage 101
Two Moons Temple 10-11am
A space to share and learn some
basics of Shabari (Japanese style
rope bondage). Taught by two lady
riggers experienced in tying a variety of
different body shapes. Some ties could
be self tied, others will require a tying
partner if you wish to learn them. We
will provide some rope for those who
need it, but if you have your own bring
it! This is a consent heavy space – we
will talk through somethings to ask and
think about when negotiating tying and
being tied.

Life – What are we? How do we got
here? Are we alone? The Raspberry
Beret 10am Biology, Chemistry and
Astrophysics comes together on this
scientific point of view about earth, its
creatures, mankind and self awareness.
Bloody breakfast SKULLFUCK 11 am
til we run out Our resident bloody mary
gods are crafting up a a fine brew to set
you in good stead for a productive day.
Traditional Leather Crafting The
Hangout 11am-2pm Join Sam and
fellow leathersmiths for a practical,
hands-on leather crafting workshop. All
leather and tools provided. First hour
facilitated and then you will be free to
create on your own for a few hours!
Polyamory Under Patriarchy
Two Moons Temple 11am-12:00
As concepts like polyamory, feminism,
and consent culture gain more and
more mainstream attention, how do we
construct alternative relationship models
that challenge structural oppression,
rather than simply repackaging the same
old sexist shit? Topics include: woke
misogynists, femme communication and
solidarity, accountability networks, the
orgasm gap, emotional vulnerability, and
collective/community needs. Womxn/
femme-identified people only, please.
Men’s Connection Circle
The Connection Section Camp
11am-12:15pm Join us to experience
a facilitated Connection Circle,
where you will take part in a guided
conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships. This
connection circle is especially
designed for male-identifying folks.
Animal theatre workshop Town Hall
11am-12:30 Come together to dance,
jump and roar. Explore movement
and voice work through fun and wild
theatre games and techniques. Leave
your mask behind and let the animal
take over!
Advanced Tummy Raspberry Workshop
The Raspberry Beret 11am-midday
Our resident experts will guide your
through the acient art of tummy
raspberries. During the workshop you
will learn to both give and recieve tummy
raspberries and we will help you develop
some advanced techniques. Open your
Raspberry Chakra as we end the session
with a Raspberry Beret Staple, the godly,
NANGBERRY.

Cute Human Portraitures! Raspberry
dome 11am-midday We would love to
capture you and what makes you YOU
(for you)! Come along and sign up for a
time slot for some photo fun times and
get some cute portraiture styled photos
of you and your fave humans (max 8
humans at a time)! The images will be
for you only and will be emailed directly
to you after Kiwiburn. BYOBackdrop! Do
you have some cool props or clothes or
a concept or a backdrop that you wanna
have photos in? Bring them too! If you’re
a nudist human, totally 100% cool too!
These photos are for YOU so you can do
whaaaatever you like :) Family friendly!
Human friendly! Sexy fun time/normal/
weird/strange things friendly! Come sign
up at the Raspberry Beret and come
back when it’s your time! Also catch us
roving around the Paddock or by the
river for some fun photo-play :)
Cacao Ceremony Centre for change
11am-midday From the sweetness and
power of the circle we will open our
hearts to this sacred fruit of the Amazon.
The Cacao invites you to feel, surrender,
trust and listen to the present moment.
This event will have a limit of participants
and will be first come first served!
He taonga te reo Ko Te Ma-ra
Whakawhitiwhiti The Little Political
Library 11:30am-12:30 He taonga te reo
– te reo ma-ori is a treasure. Come learn
a few useful everyday phrases in ma-ori
in a friendly and intersectional space.
Pillow Fight!!! Pillowtopia 11:30am
We’ve got the pillows, you bring the pain!
Pillow duels, pilow quick draws, duke it
out however you want!
Abortion Love Two Moons Temple
12-1pm Abortion is a powerful and
ancient experience. People getting
abortions may feel relief, guilt, spirituality,
numbness, confusion, triggers, fear, joy,
or anything else! And often, friends and
lovers in their lives don’t know how to
talk to them about it. In this hourlong
workshop, we’ll cover emotional and
physical skills for supporting folks getting
abortions, as well as discussing what
actually happens in the doctor’s office
when you get an abortion, and a quick
how-to for accessing abortion at different
gestational ages in NZ and beyond.
Come participate as healing for your
own abortion process or in preparation
for future friends who can turn to you
for support. All pregnant people deserve
our trust, respect, and love! Mica is a
birth and abortion doula with the Full

Spectrum Doula collective in Seattle,
USA. (Not suitable for children).

caprioksas and hot chips during the
event. Donations of Nangs apprecaited!

High-noon Tea Party Pillowtopia
12-3pm Come along for a selection
of hot and cold brews to help you
to recover your party mojo. We’ll
provide comfort, cushions, cuddles,
conversations, and (some) cups.

Raspberry Tea Jam The Raspberry
Beret 1-3pm Sick of raspberries on your
belly and instead want some in your
mouth? Join us at the Raspberry Beret
for the Raspberry Tea Jam. Happening
at the same time as Nang Wrestling,
join us for a cuppa, we’ll jam some
raspberries and bury some Raspberry
Jam in our bellies, and sit back and
watch the madness.

Bouncin’ Bums Twerkshop Playhouse
12-1pm Our resident Twerkologist is on
the Paddock and is ready to make those
booty’s bounce! Wear something comfy;
booty shorts or stretchy tights – don’t
restrict the wobble! Up for the Booty
Battle? Who’s got the bounciest booty
or the most iconic isolation? Shake your
rump and see if you can take the prize...
if there is a prize that is. BYO yoga mat
for floor work moves.
Moar Naked Chur Bassilica 12-2pm
Crowd-sauced burlesque revue. Dress
up your mates. Choose their music.
Bring them down to the Bassilica and
consentually get them up on stage. Then
applaud, heckle, and/or weep as they
shake their shit and get their kit off.
Eye Gazing in the Tao, with Yume
Centre for change 12:30-1:30pm
Eye Gazing, a practice of witnessing
the purest essence of nature, an
experience of your own authentic
truth. In this place we experience
our world in a new way of visual
stimulation and sensory exploration.
Paddock Portraits for the More-thanMildly Interesting Playhouse 1-2 pm
Get together your finest gooble-hoppers
and put on your best swoggle-beans!
Playhouse is here to immortalise your
paddock persona through digital imagery
which will be sent out sometime in the
future via robot gannets so your burner
self can re-unite with your real life self!
Sharing Circle Two Moons Temple
1-1:30pm Sharing circle at Two Moons
Temple, a courageous femmy space.
women, non-binary, trans, non-male and
femme-identifying folks welcome.
NWF (Nang Wrestling Federation)The
Raspberry Beret 1-3pm
Are you reeeeeady to ruuuuuuumble?
The NWF will be making its debut
at kiwiburn 2018...come and watch
our nang wrestling all stars duke it
out for ultimate nang glory. Amature
nang wrestlers will also have the
chance to fight either our seasoned
professionals, or each other. The Berry
Bar will be serving Ice blended raspberry

Taji Taichi Chur Bassilica 1pm
A fun workshop that explores moving
meditation, dance, and laughter. Learn
the blissful and serene movements of
Tai Chi to the tune of the Paddocks most
obnoxious banging anthem: Taj Mahal.
Systemic Change and Wellbeing
through Interbeing Centre for change
1:30-2:30pm Clinical psychologist
discusses how the science of
mindfulness, wellbeing, interoception,
and interpersonal neuroscience, seen
through the lens of upward spiral
dynamics, links to an emerging story
of interbeing, contributing to systemic
change. Finishing with open discussion.
Shibari for beginners Very Alternative
Gathering 2-3pm Shiribari, also known
as Hojo-jitsu, is the Japanesemartial
art of rope bondage. We will teach
you some basic knots along with the
safety considerations that go along with
them to ensure you and you partner
can have some fun without long term
implications. If popular this class will run
daily at this time.
Monkey Fisting Playhouse 2-4pm
Monkeys fists are those ball knots that
everyone sees and goes ‘Oh cool, did
you make that? They’re really hard,
right?’ Surprise! They’re not hard, they
just take a little patience. They’re great
for weights on rope toys like rope dart
and poi. Come sit for a while and learn
how to tie them, and walk away with
one yourself. Rope is supplied – you
don’t need need to bring anything, but a
clear(ish) head may be helpful.
Shirt CockTailing The Hangout 2-3pm
A voyage into life without pants and
mojitos
An introduction to magic and the
occult Burny Burny Sanctum Whirly
2-3:30pm An introduction to magic
and the occult. Talk followed by Q&A/
discussion. Come along and find the
others. :) Please be on time.

Void architecture: trip advice on
exploring the multiverse. Centre
for change 2:30-3:30pm How to be
everywhere by being nowhere. How
to become a paradox. A hectic mad
rush through one trippers exploration of
Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, chaos
theory, quantum mechanics, infinity,
consciousness, free will, black holes and
simulation theory
Physical Theatre with Wumi
The Hangout 3-4pm Come and get into
your bodies with Wumi and a selection
of games/practices/exercises curated
from her Physical Theatre background
Eros Dance – Orgasmic Yoga
Two Moons Temple 3-5pm
An erotic ritual meditation where a safe
container is created to invite the full
free flow of primal energies in the body
including eros. Using meditation, breath
and sound techniques be right here in
the moment, in your body, and go on
a journey into your body and altered
states.
Breathe Your Way to Pleasure Town Hall
3-4pm Learn how to access pleasure
in your body, using your own breath.
Inspired in ancient Tantric practices,
this workshop will give you a taster of
what else is possible when it comes to
pleasure, teaching you ways to reach
orgasmic states by using breath, sound
and movement only.
Creature Cuddle Party and Forest
Frolic Sensory Dispensary 3-4:30pm
Creeping, slithering, skittering. From
their dens and burrows, nests and
caves they’ll dance down in droves to
the Sensory Dispensary. There will be
creature cuddles and sluggish snuggles.
Hephalump hugs at alien angles.
Exciting embraces and purrrrrrfect pats.
So Nuzzle your way down to join the
Creature Cuddle Party and don’t be
alarmed if you see us frolicking to the
forest in a flurry of fun. You’ll hear growls
and howls, screeches and snorts as the
Creatures come out to play.
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 3-4:15pm Join us to
experience a facilitated Connection
Circle, where you will take part in a
guided conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships.
Make your own FunFur animal Ears
The Raspberry Beret 3-4pm Come
and make your own delightful fluffy
ears to prance around the Paddock
in. Assemble your pre-cut fur ears and

inners then stitch them onto hairsnaps
to clip in your hair and be a real cutie
patootie. All furs and fabrics, glues,
hairsnaps provided.
Feeling small in a big problem:
how little you deals with global
environmental havoc Centre for change
3:30-4:30pm Feeling silly and small
in the face of global environmental
disaster? You are not alone! Alicia will
take us on a little exploration of scale
mismatches in environmental issues and
how to face our feelings of doom in order
to move forward in a world of change.
Poly and the relationship property act –
have your say Very Alternative Gathering
4-6pm The relationship property act
deals with how stuff is shared when
relationships break up and it is currently
being reviewed. While the law recognizes
multiple relationships can exist at once
it’s all based on cheating and not ethical
non monogamy, it particularly doesn’t
cover relationships of two or more people
where everyone is equally involved with
each other. How should this law look?
Come and learn the state of existing law
and have your say on future law.
The Box Project TBC 4-5pm
Tea and Collective Creation.
Intro DJ Workshop The Hangout
4-5:30pm Join Paige Julia for a 90
minute introduction to world of electronic
music. This is a hands-on workshop
with no previous experience required.
Everything is provided except you.
Mystery Fun Performance For The
Curious Town Hall 4-5:23pm
(∩` -’ )⊃.*.
Yoga Babes Playhouse 4-5pm
Stretch, move, and giggle with your
mates. Learn how to stretch with and
without a partner whist maintaining good
body alignment. A mix of Yoga, Thai
massage, and AcroYoga to fit the energy
of the group.
Shit Yarns + Tradie Night The Rusty
Joint 4:30-6:30pm Knock off early and
join the Rusty Joint for bad banter and
cold ones! Bring your best Hi-Vis
Drugs 102 with El Tigré Centre for
change 4:30-5:30pm A foray into
the exciting world of psychoactive
substances. An open forum for exploring
paths, dangers and strategies available
to the Nigel Thornberrys of the mind.

Cheeze and Whine Funkhuttt 5-8pm
Kiwiburn’s annual cheez and whine
party is back! We play cheese, you
whine about it. There may also be actual
cheese and wine from the vaults of the
Royal House of Time Peregrination.
Ask a Sex Worker Two Moons Temple
5-6pm This will be a brief description of
sex work laws in New Zealand versus
the rest of the world, followed by the
opportunity to ask anything you want on
the subject. Open to everyone including
current/past workers, clients, and
anyone who’s curious. (Not suitable for
children).
Life Lessons and Unicorn Jousting
The Hangout 5:30-6pm Tired of the rat
race? Looking for a lesson in taking life
less seriously? Your friendly Lawyer cum
Circus Clown Mr Wizowski has just the
tonic for you.
FRY-DAY The Raspberry Beret 6-8pm
Our industrial deep fryer will be
working overtime to answer the eternal
question....WILL IT FRY?! Bring your
edible goods – beer batter, mars bars,
apple pies and chips will be provided.
Contact Improvisation Workshop with
Sarah Campus Centre for change
6-7pm This workshop explores the art of
authentically connecting in contact with
others through dance. Join Sarah and
Ali for this multi-dimensional dance form
using the energies of gravity, momentum
and weight sharing to connect with
others.
Open Stage Town Hall 7-9:00pm
“Open Stage” is an open space for
creative performances, be that singing,
poetry, drama, or your special passion
that you want to bring to the stage! We
will 20 minute slots for performers – Sign
up at the Town Hall whiteboard!
Metal night SKULLFUCK 7:06pm for
666 minutes “Horror gives place to
wonder at your true account; The rest
outstrips our comprehension; we give
up.” – Aeschylus, The Oresteia
Serving the goddess Centre for change
7:30-8:30pm This is a ritual for those in
female bodies to be served your inner
most desires. Please bring a willing
partner to serve you for this hour of
deliciousness. This is a sex positive
space, and could include sexual touch
a nudity
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The Town Planners have done an
amazing job, though remember to
expect the unexpected! This map is
subject to change. Keep your ear to the
ground once you’re on the Paddock!

White Party Dancealot 8pm-3am
Kicking off with the finest Disco and
Rock – a night of groovy music, fabulous
DJs, flames, dancing and a pop up
Vodka bar. So don your tightie whites,
get your glow on, blame it on the
boogie and lets have a party! Donations
of alcohol and mixers are kindly
appreciated to keep the party and popup bar going.
Hats & Robes Dance Party Tangerine
Steeze 8pm-midnight Come have a
boogie wearing your fav funky hat and/or
robe at Tangerine Steeze ~ Bathrobes,
Kimonos, Frocks, Capes, Dressing
Robes, Fedoras, Caps, Bonnets, Fluffy
hats and more, bring ‘em!
Fresh Friday The Raspberry Beret 8pm2am Come and get down to the booty
poppin hip hoppin tunes of DJ Hana
and stick around when things get weird
for glitchy bassy goodness. Ice blended
raspberry cocktails at the Berry Bar,
Nangs on the NangBerry couch and Hot
Chips at midnight!
Mull n Vine with Reuben Stone
The Lost Boys 8:30-10:30pm Come
dine on Mull and Vine and loose your
self to the fabric of time, The Lost Boys
are calling you. Reuben Stone will be
throwing down his multi instrumental
loops, building layer upon layer of
virtuosic rhythms that evolve into
chunky beats .
Garage Special The Rusty Joint 9pm til
late Bringing the bogan to the Paddock.
Dodgy furnishings complimented by
rocking tunes. Come sink something
cheap with our questionable company!
Talent Quest Chur Bassilica
9pm – 12am The greatest competition in
the universe. Only the bar is higher than
the participants. When one of our judges
was 14 he came 4th in the Otumoetai
College Talent Quest by drinking half a
bottle of gin and singing the Blitzkrieg
Bop. Think you can top that? He’ll be the
judge of that.
DMTH (Deep Minimal Techno &
House) Funkhuttt 10pm-3am
A collection of the deepest funkiest
beats to wrap your ears around and
shake your booty to! DJ CJ Funkowfield,
and Craycray Rayner (who made his
Paddock debut last year) creating
quite a splash with some big bombing
tunes and marathon length sets, they
launched the Funkhuttt into paddock
folk law! Make sure you’ve got your
dancing shoes on and pull out your best

raver outfit, cause this will be 5 hours of
nonstop balls to the wall techno & house
music.

SATURDAY 27 JANUARY
Workshops all day Flojo All day Come to
Flojo to see the schedule.
Alchemy Yoga Centre for change
8-9am Yin & Yang asanas with intuitive
movements to discover you inner
Alchemistry.
Agni Spirit Flow Yoga Centre for change
9-10am Cultivating fire in the heart,
expressing it through the body, setting
ourselves alight, fluid dynamic yoga
practice.
Contemplative devotional music on
Sarangi by Mahima 9am Whimsical
morning sarangi concert
Enabling a socio-economic paradigm
shift away from a need to ‘work’
through technology and social
entrepreneurship Centre for change
10-11am An in-depth look at the
effect of automation, machine learning
and robotics on our current economic
system and our work life balance.
Exploring social entrepreneurship and
collective community interactions that
can create or encourage, to help mitigate
the societal upheaval arising from this
paradigm shift
Astanga Yoga Led Half Primary
Two Moons Temple 10-11:30am A led
Astanga Vinyasa yoga practice, halfprimary series; a decent stretch and a
good relaxation in the end. (Not suitable
for children).
Kapa Ko-rero – ma-ori language group
Ko Te Ma-ra Whakawhitiwhiti The Little
Political Library 10:30am-12:30
Nau mai haere mai ki te ro-pu- nei ko
kapa ko-rero, he wa-hi ki te whakarongo,
ko-rero hoki i te reo rangatira, ahakoa
ta-u taumata. A place to listen and speak
ma-ori, the first language of Aotearoa. All
levels of fluency welcome.
Women’s Connection Circle
The Connection Section Camp
11am-12:15pm Join us to experience a
facilitated Connection Circle, where you
will take part in a guided conversation
designed to build meaningful
relationships. This connection circle
is especially designed for femaleidentifying folks.
Shirt Cocking Parade The Raspberry
Beret 11-11:30am Meet outside the

Raspberry Beret in your finest shirt, no
pants required. Daisy ducking (nonmale shirt cocking) is also encouraged.
The Sustainability of Finance
Centre for change 11am-midday
Seeing our everyday exchanges and
transactions through the invisible
structures of permaculture, alternative
models for finance begin to emerge. Join
Leo in exploring the systems of value
which unite us, and also separate us as
human beings.
Tea & Holding Space Two Moons
Temple 11:30am-2pm Sharing circle
and space-holding at Two Moons
Temple, a courageous femmy space.
women, non-binary, trans, non-male and
femme-identifying folks welcome.

YOUR KIWIBURN UPDATE
Town Hall 12-1pm This is your
chance to meet and chat with
some of the other participants
who help to make Kiwiburn
happen 365 days of the year.
are encouraged – this is our
community and our event.
High-noon Tea Party Pillowtopia 12pm3pmish Come along for a selection of hot
and cold brews to help you to recover
your party mojo. We’ll provide comfort,
cushions, cuddles, conversations, and
(some) cups.
12 DOOF CHURCH Centre for change
Midday to 7pm Doof Church.
GINthusiasts G&T time Hunter Villa
Noon Turning what happnened at the
last burn into an annual event for gin
lovers. We’ll drinking G&T’s from noon
and would love for you to join us. BYO
G&T. Garnishes available to make it that
little bit fancy.
hula hoop like you mean it
Raspberry dome 12-1pm Want to learn
some mind bending hula hoop tricks? ....
well thats going to take a very long time
and a lot of practice. but hey come and
learn some cool things and get inspired
to practice anyway!! Instant gratification
not guaranteed.
Dancing Freedom – Ecstatic Dance
Chur Bassilica 12-1pm
Dancing freedom takes us on a dance
journey through the elements. We will
boldly reclaim our bodies as vehicles for
empowerment, liberation and boogie! It

is a somatic, ecstatic and healing form
of dance to a crazy musical journey,
an invitation to re-encounter ourselves
and others again. Join us for this guided
movement opening act for the Chur Day
Party.
The Trojan-corn Games The Rainbow
Unicorns 12.30-2pm Come one, come
all to the first annual Trojan-corn games.
Get ready to trot your socks off and take
on the tranqed-up Trojanites!
Paddock Portraits for the More-thanMildly Interesting Playhouse 1-2 pm
Get together your finest gooble-hoppers
and put on your best swoggle-beans!
Playhouse is here to immortalise your
paddock persona through digital imagery
which will be sent out sometime in the
future via robot gannets so your burner
self can re-unite with your real life self!
Acro Yoga The Hangout 1-2pm
Join us for an afternoon of acro! Unleash
your inner child, strengthen your
body, and improve your balance while
dangling upside down on a stranger’s
feet! All ages and experience welcome,
no need to bring a partner but water,
snacks, and a yoga mat recommended
(it’s thirsty work!). Come play!
Taji Taichi Centre for change 1-2pm
A fun workshop that explores moving
meditation, dance, and laughter. Learn
the blissful and serene movements of
Tai Chi to the tune of the Paddocks most
obnoxious banging anthem: Taj Mahal.
Twist Off! Playhouse 1-2pm
It’s a Twister Aunty Em!!! Step right up
and put your bendy talents to the test
in our Twist Off!! It’s ‘right foot blue, left
hand red’ as combatants move to the
top of our twister vortex. Will you be the
saviour of Oz or at the bottom of the
rubble? Sign up at The Playhouse Camp
for battle on Saturday.
NWF (Nang Wrestling Federation)
The Raspberry Beret 1-3pm
Are you reeeeeady to ruuuuuuumble?
The NWF will be making its debut at
kiwiburn 2018...come and watch our
nang wrestling all stars duke it out for
ultimate nang glory. Amature nang
wrestlers will also have the chance to
fight either our seasoned professionals,
or each other. The Berry Bar will be
serving Ice blended caprioksa and hot
chips during the event. Donations of
Nangs appreciated!
The Day Party Chur Bassillica 1pm
until effigy burn Full-volume day party
at the Bassilica. The only thing with

more energy than our dancefloor is the
sun. So slip, slop, slap, and wrap. We’re
gonna do what we do best: celebrate
existence of life on earth through bass
worship. BYO froth.
Forgiveness Ceremony Two Moons
Temple 2-3pm Bring your sorrow and
your love. Opening space to create new
possibilities in your life, this forgiveness
ceremony will burn away all attachments
which no longer serve you; we are free
spirits of unconditional love and light. I
ask you write a letter concerning a few
people in your life, yourself included. In
this letter begin with, ‘I felt hurt when...
and I forgive you’ as well as mention
what you are grateful for which each
person.
Grill + Groove The Rusty Joint 2-4pm
Get your fix of groove+ grill on Saturday
arvo. Have a cheese toasty washed
down with some tasty electro swing.
Bring your boogie to our beverages!
Dancefloor Drumcircle Dancealot
2pm-5pm Dancealot invites all paddock
drummers from far and wide to take
over our dancefloor from 2pm– 5pm
to drum us into a frenzy. Lets get tribal
before the man burns.
Intro to Privilege and Intersectionality
Ko Te Ma-ra Whakawhitiwhiti The Little
Political Library 2-3:30pm What is
privilege and how does it influence our
lives? How can I make my activism more
intersectional? And who is Kimberlé
Crenshaw? In this interactive workshop
we will cover the very basics of privilege
and intersectionality in a friendly and
safe environment. You are also invited
to join us for the follow-on Privilege Walk
activity afterwards.
Our Wondrous Yonis Two Moons Temple
3-4pm Let us explore the wonders of
the yoni together. We’ll start with a short
lesson in biology and then move into
giggling, making yonis out of clay and
the opportunity for some Q & A with
somatic sex coach Nina Powell. BYO
G & Ts.
Adult / child happy hour Playful pixies
and Sleeping Beauties 3-4pm The
witching hour was never so much fun.
Come with or without your little one. We
have fun for everyone. Adults can enjoy
a cocktail and board game or head/hand
massage, while the little ones will be kept
entertained with origami, face painting,
colouring in and physical games (relays,
paper, scissors, rock tag)

Burning Questions Playhouse 3-4pm
Have you ever wanted to know the
bizarre truth about why the sky is blue?
How about what gnomes really do at
night time? Pair up with one of the
Paddocks Life Scientists and ask them
your burning questions! 100% nonsense
responses guaranteed.
Life drawing Town hall in bad weather,
outdoors in good weather 3-4:30pm
Hey there, this will be a life drawing
session with one or more models posing
for varying durations. In good weather
we are planning to set up somewhere
outdoors and in bad weather at town
hall. Basic materials will be provided.
Queer Folk Touching Base /
QUILT*BAG + P Lavender Lounge
3-5 pm Following on from Fridays
workshop. This space is designed as a
contact and support for the sexual and
gender diverse attendees to meet and
greet, with a view to going forward in
friendship and solidarity throughout the
festival.
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 3-4:15pm Join us to
experience a facilitated Connection
Circle, where you will take part in a
guided conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships.
ARTWANKERS Art Tour ARTery
3-5:30pm We are the “Art Wankers....
Going on a tour”! Meet at the Artery
to join the conga-line as we bounce
from installation to installation. Listen
for the whistle and jump on and off
as you like. This is your opportunity to
tick off the bucket list and see all the
art on the Paddock. Includes special
cameo appearances from internationally
renowned conceptual boundary-pushing
artist ‘Hirepool’. BYO Arts Degree and
silliness. Minimalist conceptual prizes for
‘Art Wank’ bingo winners.
Record Breaking Group nang
The Raspberry Beret 3-5pm Join us for
a Guiness world record officaited group
nang! We’re aiming to set a brand new
record for the largest group nang in the
world. Come and be a part of history!
Donations of nangs and use of crackers
appreciated.
Make your own reusable menstrual pad
workshop Two Moons Temple 4-5pm
Learn how to sew your own menstrual
pads to reduce waste from sanitary
products, Easy to make and easy to use!
Materials provided.

Bring the juicy burn! Tangerine
Steeze 5:30 to pre-burn Pre-game at
the steeziest place in town!! Tangerine
Steeze is your one stop shop to a good
night and pre burn!! We’ll have juicy
tunes, crazy hats, and drink your face
off games!! Bring a cup, bring your bod,
and bring some enthusiasm!!
Shibari performance Very Alternative
Gathering Camp 6-7pm Rope play is
a big thing in the Wellington kink scene
and we would like to showcase some
of the possibilities with rope. If you like
our rope classes you wouldn’t want to
miss this. Join us on a journey of rope
bondage and suspension. Be amazed
by thrilling beats and intense connection
between two people as they exchange
power and submission.
Hands-on Massage Centre for change
6-7pm Massage
Open Mic Night The Hangout 7-9pm
Come and jam with us before the
effigy burns! All forms/modalities of
instrumental and vocal art, be they
electronic, acoustic, spoken, or poetic,
welcome
Flaming Liabations Chur Bar 7:30pm
A cocktail experience like no other!
THE EFFIGY BURN The Effigy Nightfall
Funky Bazaar Funkhutt 10pm-4am
Come with us now on a journey through
time and space to the world of the Funky
Bazaar! Imagine a land far into the east,
where the carpets fly, and the spices
stun your senses. Where the Mighty
King of Funk presides over his Bazaar,
and entertains his court with the finest
tunes. This is the land of Funk, and
tonight the King celebrates the burning
of the Grand Bizzare! DJ’s: Paige Julia>
Bing plus guests> DJ Kamotion> Dirty
Harry // Genre: Tech house> Electro
Gypsy Swing> DnB> Progressive Psy

SUNDAY 28 JANUARY
Bubbles and Bass at Sunrise
The Raspberry Beret 6-9am Have
you been up all burn night? Or just an
early riser? The party does not have to
end! Join us for Bubbles and Bass at
the Raspberry Beret! Mufassa will be
dropping some silky smooth bassy beats
and we will open 4 cases of champagne
as the sun comes up. Bring your
bubbles and lets keep burn night going!

Day Drinkin The Hangout 6am-9pm
Day Drinkin. Day is complimentary. BYO
Drinkin.
Moga & Meditation Centre for change
7-9am Standing postures for strength.
Balances for stability. Long holds for
endurance. Forward folds for calm.
Pranayama for healing. Meditation for
connection. Prayer for peace. 2 hours.
Shanti!
Vinyasa with Kirsty-May Centre for
change 10-11am.
Two Moons Temple Closing Ceremony
Two Moons Temple 11am-1pm
Closing ceremony for Two Moons
Temple, a courageous femmy space.
women, non-binary, trans, non-male and
femme-identifying folks welcome.
Partner yin yoga The Hangout
11am-Midday Grab a partner and get
your snuggle on – partner yin yoga for
weary party people
Solar power workshop Town Hall
11am-12pm Solar power for everybody,
how it works and what can you do with
it. the first 20 people to show up get a
free small solar panel and controller to
charge a car battery and provide some
lighting ideas
Recovery Pancakes Rainbow Unicorns
11am-1pm Bring your disheveled,
disgraced and discombobulated souls
to dis rainbow pancake extraveganza.
Topping contributions appreciated.
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 11am-12:15pm Join us
to experience a facilitated Connection
Circle, where you will take part in a
guided conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships.
Taoist Chakra Dance Centre for change
12-1pm Taoist Chakra Dance: Exploring
the ecstatic channel along our spine,
we dance the essence of our energy
centres. Come alive in release and
restoration while being witnessed in your
uncovered expression of organic nature.
Let’s get wild!
Beethoven’s 9th Coral Symphony
Chur Bassilica 1pm
Happy Hugs Hugging Workshop
Playhouse 2-3pm Hugs are awesome!
They make us happy, feel good, reduce
anxiety and they even make us healthier!
Apparently we need 4 hugs a day just to
survive, so come on over, bring it in and
stash up!

Slow Jam Sundays SKULLFUCK
2pm til temple burn This one’s for all
the lovers out there. Time to put on your
Sunday best and head to our dancefloor
for an afternoon of G&Ts and slow, sexy
R&B guaranteed to get your heart and
hips moving right.
Lo Fi Jaz The Rusty Joint 2-6pm
Soothe your Sunday soul with some LoFi jamming Jaz at your derelict local, The
Rusty Joint. We’ll still like you by Sunday.
Ryn-o-gade Flojo 2pm start A circus
renegade event
iBurner – Humanity’s Next Evolution
Centre for change 2-3pm
Our reality is changing. We hold infinite
knowledge in our pockets and soon
you may not even need to work. Come
learn and share your opinion on artificial
intelligence, universal base income,
the blockchain and more. Whether you
believe we are on the cusp of falling
into a dystopian Orwellian nightmare,
or you believe technology is the key to
humanity’s next step in evolution, this
talk is for you.
Breath of Bliss Ecstatic Breathwork
Ceremony Town Hall 3-5pm
Breath of Bliss is a breathwork practice
that infuses you with aliveness using
breath, movement and sound. This
ceremonial experience begins with
eye-gazing, ecstatic dance, touch, deep
sharing and deepens as we lie down for
an hour of circular breathing. The result?
Powerful, mind-altering experiences
of deep presence, heart-opening and
connection.
An Ambient Afternoon The Sensory
Dispensary 3-4pm Senses overloaded?
Come take it further as we craft cocktails
and other curious delights designed
to send you blissfully into the present.
Enter the realm of the Seers Tent or
browse our carefully curated dispensory
selection that will leave all your senses
stimulated. Taste, touch, sight, sound
and smell. We have you covered.
Silent Party Burny Burny Sanctum
Whirly 3-4pm Silent party. No speaking.
An experiment in interaction. What
happens to the way we connect and
communicate and exist together when
we can no longer use verbal speech
to communicate? Find out! Bring
interesting props to interact with.
Sacred Ceremony: The Oral Storytelling
Tradition Centre for change 3-4pm
Come indulge in the ancient art of
oral storytelling which weaves together

the fabric of our collective narrative.
It is the way through which we
have, for centuries, shared lessons,
empathized with our fellow wo/man,
inspired greatness, and understood our
humanity. Experience the thrill of sharing
your truth with a captive audience open
to journeying with you through the power
of imagination. Come share a story of
when magic touched your life and be
inspired by the authentic stories of fellow
Burners.
Connection Circle The Connection
Section Camp 3-4:15pm Join us to
experience a facilitated Connection
Circle, where you will take part in a
guided conversation designed to build
meaningful relationships.

something ya whipped up at the burn.
Stop by the ARTery and find the marked
box to drop it off (anytime)! On Sunday
from 4pm-6pm we put out all donated
art/crafts and what’s been created in the
ARTery and you can come along and
pick a piece!
Running a theme camp 101 Centre for
change 4-5pm Thinking about starting
a Theme Camp? Participation not
enough, contribution got you amped?
Join experienced Theme Camp hustlers
Mufasa, Phoenix and [special guest]
as they share their lessons learned over
the years.

Slaptisms The River 4-5pm Get up, get
dunked. Partake of the ‘Holy Spirit’, on
this the holiest of days, and be healed
as our certified Slappers (tm) wash your
sins away.

Art Grant Info Session ARTery 5-6pm
Stop talking shit and make some shit!
Come along to find out from the KAC
(Kiwiburn Arts Grants Committee) about
how you can apply for your share of
$10,000 to bring your bat-shit-crayyyy
art idea to Kiwiburn 2019! Bring along
your enthusiasm, idea’s and questions!

Art Gifting ARTery 4-6pm Are you a
poor starving artist who longs to own
a fine collection of artworks? Wanna
impress ya friends? Bring a stick figure
drawing, or a stick you whittled for hours.
An oil painting you did a year ago, or

Bondage rope jam. Guided by Alberto
Centre for change 5-6pm Bondage
Rope Jam, come to show your skills or to
learn something new! Any level welcome
from curious to shibari masters. Space
held by Alberto ‘Bebbo’ Capponi.

ART INSTALLATIONS

Art is a very important part of Kiwiburn and we encourage everyone to create.
What’s on the Paddock this year?

EFFIGY
TEMPLE
THE ARTery
POV
Grand bizarre
What’s that creepy thing in the corner
of your eye? It’s POV. Flickering after
images between LED poles.
Papatuanuku
Flowers + Moth Wings
My mini workshop inspires burners to
either make flowers that can be placed
throughout the campsite, given to a
loved one, or just a special flower to
keep on your travels. There is also the
other option to make your own burner
wings; be your own little moth, butterfly
or fairy for this gorgeous experience! We
must be respectful to Papatuanuku;
the land is our mother. So rather than
taking from nature, we are creating our
own nature along side Her. I invite you
to come to my mini workshop and make
your own gifts for any Burning desire <3

Nebula Tweeds Come and sit under the
Nebula in the night and be amazed at
the beauty of the bizarre cosmos. Watch
and listen as the display changes with
the vibrations in the air
Saaloan
Arabic inspired lounge
Saaloan – an Arabic inspired lounge
that incorporates a 12 point Islamic
geometry design that has been CNC
milled in 9 full sheets of plywood that
make up a room-like heptagonal
structure. The design will be milled
through each sheet allowing natural light
(and LED lights at night) to pass through
and cast the structures shadows
throughout the surrounding area. One
of the panels will be hinged to allow
participants to enter and lounge inside
should you choose to do so.
Te Wheke Kanaloa
Giant Octopus
An eight legged mystery has come to
the Paddock to play with you! Come flow

Shibari Spillover Centre for change
6-7pm
Vegan for the Soul Potluck Om Shanti
6pm til late Come all ye hungry vegans,
to a supper that surely won’t be your
last... The power of plants compels you
to gather your meager morsels and
transform them into a feast of biblical
proportions! Come get creative and
collaborate in our kitchen to help spread
the good food for our minds, bodies and
souls. ps Ember-baked potatoes anyone?
Kissing Ritual Centre for change
7-8pm Fun playful ritual to tantalise and
explore the magic of kissing. Are the
lips an expression of your heart as well
as your sexuality? Discover the power of
authenticity, expand your experience of
yourself, your sexuality, your boundaries
and your ability to PLAY!
TEMPLE BURN The Temple Nighttime
MONDAY 29 JANUARY
No events – pack down day. LEAVE NO
TRACE.

with this mysterious creature of the sea
and learn of it’s connection to Polynesian
legends and history.
Sky Portal
It’s a kite. With LED’s.
There is no moment like the present.
Where the fuck we are? We are here,
now. Look up, look deep, and enter: SKY
PORTAL.
Reality Intra-Fabricating
Transdimensionaliser
Science! Research! Interdimensional
travel! Do you have a hunger for the
unknown? A thirst for exploration?? An
unscratchable itch for knowledge???
We’re looking for eager test subjects
to help us explore distant worlds, find
strange new dimensions and dive deep
into the Great Beyond!
Rain Forrest V2 It is just beautiful
Peacefully Pedal Powered Pulsating
Petals Kinetic Vortex Time and Space
Warping Wonderful Water Sculpture
Water
If you pedal the bike you’ll turn the
pump. If you turn the pump you’ll fill the
tank. If you fill the tank you’ll feed the

paddles. If you feed the paddles you’ll
rotate the flower. If you rotate the flower
you’ll create a vortex. If you create the
vortex you can stare into it. And if you
stare into it you are gone.
Great Balls of Fire and Alien Smoke
Ringpieces
Fire
A huge ball of flame drives itself upward
riding on the heat it generates. The
outside of the ball is clawed by the
stationary air rolling it into a vortex. How
how big can this smoke ring get,? How
long can it hover in the sky before the
wind currents tear it asunder?
The Flaming Tea Cup
Art car
THE FLAMING TEA CUP IS BACK!! Yes
folks, we’re back for another year on
the Paddock. We’ll be bringing you our
usual array of fun and frivolities. We have
sounds, flames and for those of you of
drinking age with a valid ID, we have
more delicious beverages so don’t forget
your cups!!!
Bodypaint for Days
Sensory Dispensary
Bodypainting; alive, collaborative and
temporary – much like Kiwiburn! Come
see me paint daily with and on your
fellow burners! Watch the process,
check in to see how its going, or look out
for the finished product walking around
the Paddock. Check out my stuff at
www.sleepingbaghero.com
Angela the angler fish
Deep sea – ART CAR
Hi there tasty humans, I am Angela the
angler fish. Please come a little closer to
the light so I can see your pretty faces
better!
Cookie Tree
Food
Come find the cookie tree. Child friendly
cookies shall appear through the festival.
Have you found it?
Smiley forest
To make you smile Keep smiling!!!!!!!!!!!!!
EFFIGY Performer Pyrotechnics!
Performance Pyro
We are excited to once again be bringing
another level of energy to the Effigy
burn on Saturday night! Our crazy dare
devil performers will be dancing with
prop based pyrotechnic effects! These
sparks will bring the night alive! This
performance will happen after the Fire
Spinners and just before the Effigy burns
– get ready to get LOUD!!!

The Electric Lolly Tree
The magical, mystical Electric Lolly
Tree gifts sweet treats to those who visit
The original Cookie/Lolly Tree (‘Tane
Ma Munchies’) debuted at Kiwiburn in
2007, and has reappeared in several
guises in the years since. In its new
incarnation – the magical, mystical
Electric Lolly Tree gifts sweet treats to all
those who visit.
Tribal Zone a sacred Tribal space for all
to enjoy (This is NOT a theme camp,
this is a Sacred Space created for
the use of the Community. I am Very
Passionate about using Drum Circles as
a way of creating community, gathering
participants of all abilities together to
create Musical energy and share it.)
Bizarre life forms
Community Art Grant
We hope to create a world record
sized Fluke of Jellyfish in Hunterville
This years Community Art Grant will
provide the materials and encourage
participants to make umbrella Jellyfish
complete with night lights. At night
we will encourage our Jellyfish to start
wandering once it gets dark and slowly
gather into small groups that float
around the Paddock, in turn those small
groups will become attracted to and join
with others they see, and a FLUTHER
of Jellyfish will occur on our paddock,
perhaps a World record Smack of
Jellyfish will occur !
Sting Ring interactive gas flame puffers.
Hi Burners I intend to bring Sting Ring
back to the Paddock. For those of you
who remember the Ring from previous
years, you know. Those coming for the
first time come and play.
SO BEAUTIFUL
Interactive dance environment
cLoud9 presents the interactive
electronic dance stage. ‘So beautiful’
stage is an interactive environment
created with video projectors, cameras,
computers etc which will create a live
image of the dancer in many colourful
and original virtual environments.
Dancers dance nude and are clothed
in light, in KB17 we had 25 wonderful
dancers. KB18 we will be @ chur, come
and be expressive. All imagery is strictly
private and not released.
The Changing Womb
Fancy dress gifting station
Nestled within the forest lies The
Changing Womb; the Paddock’s gifting
station for costumery and fancy dress.

Peruse our selection of finery, enter
the Changing Womb, and be reborn –
FABULOUS! Donations and exchanges
are gratefully received, but please no
MOOPy items (feathers, sequins etc),
or plain ol’ singlets thanks – let’s keep
it fancy.
The Free Store
Interactive and participatory
Inspired by the sharing economy that
exists off the Paddock the free shop
makes sharing and gifting easy. You
can “set up shop” here for a day, an
hour or even just a fleeting moment.
This is a place for you to give services
or items away, share skills, talents and
time...... We’ve compiled this list of what
you could offer/give in the hopes that
it inspires you: Compliments, gobbies,
half-eaten sandwiches, piggyback
rides, bad attitudes, advice, hugs, face
painting, dad jokes, secrets....
Transient Glow
Temporary
Ready, set, GLOW! Temporary creations
on the Paddock fade to give a blank
canvas again.
The Box Project
Tea and Collective Creation
“Step Up, Step Up! Watch this naive
artist discover the prophecy of selfreflective art. Watch as she attempts to
put her life back together in time to build
the project symbolizing building a life
by putting your self back together.” Tea,
conversation, props and performance.
The Grand OBIZZARVATORY
The Grand OBIZZARVATORY of
the not-yet-known YOUniverse.
Slip into an unexplored corner of
space to find yourself between
dimensions https://www.pinterest.nz/
pin/464715255274659288/
The Paper Moon
It’s a DIY photo booth (people sit on it,
snap pictures)
“Fly me to the moon, Let me play among
the stars, Let me see what spring is like
On Jupiter and Mars”. The Paper Moon
is a DIY photo booth. You’re invited to
sit in the celestial theme and have a
friend take your photo. When you’re
off the Paddock and back in WIFI you
can upload it to Instagram so everyone
knows what an out-of-this-world
experience Kiwiburn is! Inspired by
hashtags, selfies and the art and music
from The Smashing Pumpkins ‘Mellon
Collie and the Infinite Sadness’

The Mandala Spirituality
The mandala serves a conservative
purpose—namely, to restore a previously
existing order. But it also serves the
creative purpose of giving expression
and form to something that does not
yet exist, something new and unique.
... The process is that of the ascending
spiral, which grows upward while
simultaneously returning again and
again to the same point. — Jungian
analyst Marie-Louise von Franz, C. G.
Jung: Man and His Symbols, p. 225
ZOE the velocoraptor
nothing more grand bizarre than a
random driftwood dinosaur
My sculpture is a velocoraptor made
from steel and native nz driftwood. I
think it captures the real thing enough to
get a feeling of the excitement/fear of a
real dinosaur.
Keep Dreaming
String art and UV
Always believe in your dreams and keep
creating.
Fairy Garden
Fairies
Ever found the need to rest and
recharge after romping across the
Paddock to bigger, brighter and louder
things till the wee hours of the morning?
In this nocturnal garden enjoy a chill
atmosphere with nature, enhanced only
by the copious application of twinkling
solar powered light. Be alone with your
thoughts, or bring a friend and shoot the
breeze while you enjoy the mellow glow.
Keep your eyes peeled and you might
just see a fairy or two.
Electric Tui
Digital Bird
A recreation of New Zealands iconic bird
in a digital form, flitting from tree to tree
in the forest.

fire tornado fire & metal
With a design originally based on the
giant red blooms of the Rafflesia plant,
the fire tornado was created with
interactivity in mind. The tornado can be
brought to life via contact with a nearby
plasma globe. It connects to the 6m
wide sculpture by a light strip that also
reacts when the globe is touched. The
tornado itself is created at the centre of
the piece, by angled fans.
The Firefighter’s Social Club
The Grand Bizarre Art truck & trailer.
Music, vibes, boogie, trailer dancefloor.
1. It’s Big 2. It’s Lamp 3. You can look at
it. The Firefighter’s Social Club is BACK!
What happens after the firefighters put
out the fires? They have a few beers and
BRING THE HEAT! With a new rad truck
and a mighty fine trailer in tow, together
this artistic expression in vehicle form
makes for a high-energy, fun-loving, sunsmart dance party on wheels! A DJ on
the back deck, lights and decorations,
a dance-floor trailer (only when we’re
parked up), and the opportunity for
supremely good times, boogying your
way around the Paddock.
The Doof Truck
Zombie Apocalypse Response Unit
Zombies.
Remain calm. We are the the zombie
apocalypse response unit. We are the
Doof Truck, and we have the antidote
you need to feel better. Local organic
doof-doof. Electronic bass music. Come
gather, assemble, and wobble, and join
us for a mobile radical movement to
save the zombies of the Paddock!
The Finest Crystal (na, not that crystal)
Interactive upcycled analog light
installtion
Take a bunch of hippies, one overhead
projector, a screen, and a bunch of

cut glass platters, plates, and bowls
with lush geometry. Like the ones your
nana and grandad have in their fine
homewares display cabinet. Upcycled
interactive analog psychedlic visuals
straight from a 1950s department store.
Come and waste your whole night
entertaining yourself with the shit you
thought was just getting in your way of
Op Shopping experiences in Levin.
The Lanterns
Sing to them and they change colour.
Find the lanterns in the forest. Sing to
them to bring them to life. Stay with
them to connect with those who share
song together in the forest.
The Duck Bomb
Bizzare
Adam Savage built this famous
Duck Bomb https://www.
facebook.com/testedcom/videos/
10155581201820791/ . As a
community, we could do better, so join in
and become a part of this world record
in the making. Step 1: go out and buy a
wailing duck, optionally paint it up as this
is art after all. Step 2: bring it along to
Kiwiburn and become part of OUR Duck
Bombs starting on Thursday. if you bring
enough ducks we will be able to release
multiple Duck Cluster Bombs.
The Mark 12 Vickers-Smedley
Quadrapede
Steampunk – Fire and Bubbles
Mad Max, his vehicle and his robot
have ridden through a hole in the space
time continuum while fleeing Inland
Revenue agents, in the bizarre paddock
they have landed in they have chosen to
abandon the black clothes and paint job
and disguise themselves with brighter
colours, copper, brass etc to better fit
in with the locals. Keep your eyes open
as they could appear anywhere on the
Paddock at anytime !

THEME CAMPS
When a group of people camp together, that’s a camp…. when they do it with
interactive style and have a rocking great time – that’s a Theme Camp. Where
will you end up?
No Such Thing As A Theme Camp
Outreach camp. Home of the Kiwiburn
K-Bar Fairy!
An outreach camp providing iced tea,
k-bars, and intriguing facts to tickle your
tastebuds! Not affiliated in any way with
the QI Elves.

Playful Pixies & Sleeping Beauties
Play hard and sleep before midnight!
Day = Play time! Toys, face painting,
board games for kids & adults. Night =
A quiet camp from sunset to sunrise. We
will attempt to create a quiet sleeping
space for families and those that
appreciate sleep before midnight! Plus

a place for parents to play board games
and watch the fun on the field, whilst
also keeping an eye on their sleeping
children. We do not babysit your kids.
Other families/individuals are most
welcome to come and camp with us.
www.facebook.com/groups/PlayfulPixies/
Home for Wayward Girls and Boys
Paddock Hostel
We are aimed at travelers who had
to pack light for the plane. You are
self-reliant and have all the food and

drink you require, Sometimes if you
notify us in advance we can arrange
to find a spare tent or sleeping bag for
you. You are welcome to relax in our
Lounge, bounce on our trampoline or
help us with one of our Art Projects and
Contributions. If you have electrical items
that need charging we are also part of
the PURE-C project and have 12 volt
power converted from the sun
Two Moons Temple – A Community
Woman’s Space A Community Woman’s
Space
Two Moons Temple is a forum and
safe-space for community building,
support and space holding, offered to all
the women-folk of Kiwiburn, specifically
inclusive of all our non-male/non-binary/
trans/femme-identifying people.
Dancealot Sound Camp
Dancealot, the Good Vibe Tribe, is full of
music, dancing and fun! Join us on the
dance floor for a fantastic eclectic mix
of dance tunes; house, disco, techno,
rock and trance, and keep warm next
to our braziers by the dance floor. And
get your glow on with the White Party on
Friday night!
DeepSpace Psychedelic Harm
Reduction
We provide specialised care for those
going through difficult emotional and
often psychedelic experiences. We
have a safe space tent structure that
provides peer to peer consoling and
support as well as a hydration station
and supplements. We are also planning
to hold talks on psychedelic experiences
and how to support someone going
through difficulties as a result as well as
the importance of reintegration services
The Creature Lab Underground
laboratory
Deep underground hidden from the
prying eyes of the surface is a seedy
laboratory committed to the goal of
bringing life to what was once thought
to be impossible. This sound camp is
bent on global domination and together
we will breed an army of incredible
creatures with the power to change the
world.
Stitch & Bitch
Stitch and Bitch is hoping to take
Kiwiburner’s to the next level of night
time colour and light. Roll up roll up,
get your Electroluminescent wire here,
afternoons of stitching and bitching with
a nice cup of tea.

Playhouse Performance
Welcome to Playhouse. Come play!
Every afternoon we’re running creative
and performance workshops for you.
Pop by for a chat and see what we’re
doing today. Or check the notice board
(if we haven’t gotten distracted on our
way over to Town Hall). Or are you more
the type to spend the day hiding from
the heat and hangovers? Then join in our
nightly parade. Bust out your costumes,
noise makers, glow whatsits and dance
moves as we conga-line our way round
the Paddock. The more the merrier!

Barrio Del Chur Chur vibe architechur
Chur is a classic term within Kiwi
vernacular, and informs our unique
identity. While Chur isn’t really a thing –
it’s a feeling, and a spacious one at that.
Chur means ‘shot auw’ or ‘thankyou’,
Chur can also signify ‘stoke’ or positive
vibes in general. Barrio del Chur
embodies these elements in Culture,
gifting an immersive transformational
experience of celebration, community
building and making change with our
unique blending of the sacred and
profane.

Funkhuttt Sound Camp
Interactive, intimate, collaborative dance
space for all to come and enjoy, relax
and participate with great sounds, great
people, happy and cheerful vibe

Camp Incoherent Theme?! Lolz. If you
can figure out what our theme is, you’re
doing better than us!
Camp Incoherent will be completely and
utterly coherent this year. We will align.
We will be a uniform shade of beige. We
will be hexagonally packed for spaceefficiency. We will not deviate. Here’s
some cool stuff we might do. – Lost and
Found Board. – Wednesday night game
show, ‘Quite Incoherent’. – Disgustion
Board. Answer our very important
questions! – Speed Rating. We love to
judge! You bring it, we rate it! – Monster
science. With special guest from the
Mesozoic era!

The Raspberry Beret Berry themed
beats, parties, cocktails, and consensual
raspberries galore!
The Raspberry Beret returns to the
Paddock for the second time this year,
seeking to re-imagine, re-package,
and re-deliver berry-goodness to the
Kiwiburn community. The Raspberry
Beret will be delivering plenty of fun –
berry parties, berry cocktails, and most
importantly RASPBERRIES. A review of
our parties shows just how much fun we
are; “In the full swing of the rave I saw
The Raspberry Beret deliver ecstatic
rapture again and again.” So, come
along and bask in what the berries offer!

Camp no brakes Party
Camp no brakes is back and frothier
than ever! If you are unsure of what that
means your welcome to come and find
out... at your own risk

SKULLFUCK 10 years of SKULLFUCK
After a brief 7 year hiatus everyones’
favourite theme camp is returning
to Kiwiburn to celebrate the 10 year
anniversary of our birth at Kiwiburn
2008. We still enjoy a few beers when
we’re not taking the kids to the beach or
checking our portfolios, so come down
for a tipple.

The Lost Boys Live Music Outpost &
Tiki Bar
The howls have be heard, from afar
away they come, cinder and bones
infused with low brassy tones, come
beat on the wild ones drum. Not much
is none about The Lost Boys, some say
they are just a cult, the rest regrettably
drank the punch.

Jus de Ciel Exclusive hydration Our
boutique hydration experience brings
Europe’s most meticulously crafted
water tasting menu to Aotearoa for
the first time. Let our exceptional
water sommeliers guide you through a
painstakingly curated menu combining
some of the best local waters with
familiar European classics. By
Reservation only.

Flojo Fire Dance and Circus
Find your flojo mojo at the flojo dojo
jojo. Circus workshops in the day fire
spinning all night. Lose yourself in
anti-spinning flame trails the slow roll
of a dragon staff or infinite circles of the
hoop. Show us what you got, all props
welcome, share tricks, make friends, get
snuggled! Bonus points to all fire Diablos
and any Jo’s with Flo. Come wobble the
night away with the FLOwers, we got
some gravity defying mind bubbling, ball
fondling magics for you

Rusty Joint Shit yarns, worse beer
The Rusty Joint is a place to take refuge
from the doof – come join in on some
shit yarns and worse beer.

Mint Country Club Gin & Tonic. Pop-up
Bar. Lawn Sports. Great Vibe. Minty
Experience
I want to take you to a day bar. The
Mint Country Club comes back to once
again introduce some Minty Class to the
Kiwiburn experience. Our roaming bar
serves gin and tonic and more. look for
the green umbrellas on the Paddock.
Open anywhere, anytime. Dress up with
green, party with us. Gin gin!
Lavender Lounge Lavender queer space
Hear ye, hear ye. We welcome you
magical beauties to come and enjoy
the splendors of this radically inclusive
explicitly queer space. We introduce
to you: Lavender Lounge. A queer
chill out and creative space featuring
an opulent degenerate demi-monde
kitch indoor/outdoor living room
lounging environment, blazing braizer,
Chartreuse cocktail bar, gifting library,
creation station and the mysteries of
The Multipurse. Queer regards, The
Lavender Loungers.
Hunter-Villa – ‘The Fool Service’ * A
main structure (bell tent 8m diameter) *
Bar (taps for kegged beer), other drinks
provided e.g tea, coffee, cocktails, non
alcoholic options. * SOME food – baked
goods will be provided to accompany
beverages. * Seating * Coat check. *
PREMIUM SERVICE!
“A speakeasy hangout; a hammam
of hospitality. Allow our heralds of
hospitality to herd you in to The Hunter
Villa for The Fool Service.. Have a seat,
take a load off, re-fuel, relax and be
ready to experience the premium in
paddock provisions. Bon Appadiqué! “
God Zef America American and South
African Fusion with heavy doses of
Die Antword, Music, Self Care and
Slumber Parties Our camp, God Zef
America, is a community of creative
friends from America and South Africa
with an eclectic sense of humor and
many different festivals under our belt.
Amongst us we are sailors, engineers,
makers, Across Yoga enthusiasts, fire
spinners, musicians, and food lovers.
Our name was created with the intention
of finding a funny union between our
cultures (and adding some Die Antword
flavor to the mix.) Our gifts (a sweat
lodge, a ZEF cereal and PJs party, and a
cuddly dance/ spa p’lo
2 Couches and a Rug 2 Grand
Couches and a Bizarre Rug?
Known in 2016 as the Mile High Club
and renamed to the more working-

class “2 couches and a rug” in 2017,
2 couches and a rug in 2018 is set to
meet your expectations of bringing 2
couches AND a rug to the Paddock
in 2018. We may or may not play
Cascada on repeat throughout the
festival this year.
The Sensory Dispensary
Technopsychedelic Wonderland
The Sensory Dispensary is serious
about overwhelming your senses!Our
Sensational Support Team have sense
checked every method available in
this modern world to curate a range of
experiences for your sensory pleasure.
Audio, visual, somatic, olfactory
and gustatory: no sense has been
censored in our pursuit to undilute your
mind, missing out would be simply
nonsensical! So stop on by the Sensory
Dispensary: it’s the sensible thing to do.
Rainbow Unicorns Friendly colourful
chill space
Come and frolic inside, through,
beneath, around, above and beyond
the rainbow. Gaze upon the glorious
trojan corn and behold its mystical
might! The Rainbow Unicorns await
your speckled, spectral, spangled spirit
for all of the things!
Om Shanti Yoga Zen Den
Om Shanti is a collective community
space, hosting gatherings for Yoga
practice, healing, creativity and
conversation. Everyone is welcome to
stretch their body, mind and spirit, bring
your mat for Hata yoga, your body for
painting or share your ideas over tea.
Om Shanti is a place to recharge and
reset for a truer authentic self.
The Connection Section Building
Community
The Connection Section is your place
for getting to know fellow kiwiburners in
meaningful conversation – no small talk
around this camp! Join us at the posted
scheduled times to participate in a
facilitated Connection Circle. Connection
Circles are a form of guided conversation
used to build community and deep
connection amongst participants.
Basically, this is your camp for D&Ms.
Tangerine Steeze Tea and Tunes
Squeeze me some steeze, we’ve got
what you need. Iced tea, fresh tunes,
good company. Yes please!
The Hangout Hammocks, playground,
chilling and learning.
Out of the forest and onto the Paddock,
The Hangout is here to fulfill all your
restoration, education, contemplation

and exploration needs. Burners, Pirates,
Fairies, Ewoks, Creatures of all walks:
come hang in a hammock, clamber
amongst the radical playground or
seek much desired reflection and
refreshment for the soul. You can check
in any time you like, but you’ll never
want to leave
Camp 8 Bit Speakeasy Speakeasy
The speak easy returns with chill vibes,
fresh tunes and potent drinks to get your
night time vibe set just right. Brought
to you by the minds and technology of
camp 8 bit.
Pompous Hifi Club Low brow Hifi
Sound, impeccable behaviour A daytime
listening space with a custom built Hifi
sound system, access for producers,
DJs and music aficionados to play and
hear their tunes, maybe a low end soirée
or two later at night...
Cape Carnival Small sound camp –
70s/80s music
Cape Carnival has been a regular theme
camp at Kiwiburn since about 2010.
We are a bunch of veteran burners
(including Kiwiburn founder Yonderman)
who enjoy a blend of partying and
techno-geeking. We are known as the
only camp to bring 70s and 80s music
to the Paddock, usually during our
well-loved Wine and Cheese and Cheesy
tunes afternoon party. This year we will
host that party at a large sound camp ie
Funkhutt!! We will have a smaller sound
system at camp, so please come by.
The Warm Fuzzies Doodlebopper Camp
Love and Hugs
Need a moment of ‘aww’ and whimsy?
Pop by our camp to make your very
own warm fuzzy or a set of fuzzily warm
doodleboppers! Perfect for the Paddock
or for a quick pick-me-up for your return
to the default world....
Taradise Lounge
Home of Janis the wheelie bin
Very Alternative Gathering Open
Minded, Consent Focused, Sex Positive
Consent is important to us and hence
there is no pressure to be, do or see
anything you do not wish to and so we
will offer or brains to be picked, our skills
to be copied, our wisdom to be absorbed
with no obligation on the recipient to do
more than ponder their gift and make
their own choices going forward. People
from around the country and around the
globe who share our vision are welcome
to join us for a few hours or the duration
and share their own knowledge and
experience also.

Pop Corner A tent in which popcorn is
consumed.
Nestled in a a small temporary village
in New Zealand lies the local popcorn
cavern, serving weird and wonderfull
creations from salt and vinegar, extra
extra hot chill, hazel vanilla and even
lemongrass and kaffir lime popcorn.
This is also a place too come and share
any food you want to share.

PHOSFORUS Light Art
Phosforus has been providing light art
for 8 years at Kiwiburn. We generally
have and artwork separate to our camp
and the camp is also a beacon of light.
Every year is different and we add to the
lights every year. This year we are adding
more laser projection. Come by at night
and pop in for a chat and some shade
during the day.

Camp Doug A Homage to the Great
Doug
Camp Doug is a homage to Doug.
Brought into this World recently, Doug is
a being above all others. Here in Camp
Doug, you will find an array of innovative
and interactive burner friendly activities
and art which resonate with Doug. You
maybe surprised by what you find when
seeking Doug.

Centre for Change Co-creating Positive
Change
A heart space for centring ourselves and
embodying personal transformation. A
learning space for sharing ideas and
information. An altar space for sacred
sexuality and shamanic ritual. A central
space for activism in all forms, an
envisioning space for catalyzing positive
change. A voidspace from which to
call the fringe dwellers to bring their
edges together, a diverse space for
people wanting to design for change, as
opposed to react to it.

Burny Burny Sanctum Whirly Chill
space/Sanctuary
By day, shade, beanbags, and chilling
out; talks, experiential oddities, and
vaguely occult new age weirdness.
(If you want a space to do a talk or
workshop along those lines, get in
touch.) Come get philosophical. By
night, a chill space, with low light,
ambience, diverse mostly chilled out
music, and cups of tea if you are lucky.
Ko Te Ma-ra Whakawhitiwhiti – The
Little Political Library
The Little Political Library
Nau mai haere mai welcome! Along
with flying flags, beanbags and sun
umbrellas, we have books, zines, and
conversation covering topics such
as race, colonisation, gender, NZ
history, queer theory, te reo ma-ori,
intersectionality, and flamboyant sci-fi...
Te Ma-ra Whakawhitiwhiti is the garden
of crossings, crossed paths, exchanges,
and discussions, with a wee nod to
Peace warrior Te Whiti o Rongomai, and
to shining like stars ^-^ Look out for
our low-key te reo events, and maybe a
workshop or two!

Burrowing Pufferfish Vibrant Lounge
with Games
Previously mistaken for a big yellow
cactus, the Burrowing Pufferfish will
surface as an official theme camp
at Kiwiburn 2018. We invite you to
come, relax and enjoy hijinks with the
Burrowing Pufferfish crew, lounge with
us to your heart’s content. Expect fun
and frolics, a dollop or a trollop of fancy
dress and a good dose of laughter and
hilarity. We’re a friendly eclectic crew
from Wellington who love to have a
freaking good time – welcome!

The Green Room Chill sensory zone ft.
movies and museum
Wander into a sensory wonderland of
curiosities at The Green Room. Our
chill space invites you to experience
your existence through touch, sound,
and all of your senses. Come close
your eyes and visualize, and open
them reenergized to see psychedelic
patterns, and hear the dulcet tones of
famed narrators, or even your favourite
cartoons. Transform your perception,
play, and express yourself amongst laidback flow-ers at the Green Room.
SK300 The best of South Karori,
comfort, pizza, tunes and whatever y’all
co create with us
SK300 brings the best of South Karori to
the Paddick. The most diverse Choonz
on the Paddock, opportunities to play a
set. A Pizza Oven, fun and games and
spontaneous happenings. Bring lodsa
pizza toppings!
Go Fish! Boardgames
Everyone loves boardgames right?
Chess, scrabble, battleships, cards,
backgammon, ludo, snakes and
ladders, giant dominos, jumbo connect
4, jumbo jenga and more.
Pillowtopia Chill vibes
Bring your crazy carefree charming
selves to a chilled comfy creative
corner for consensual cuddles while
you consume copious concoctions
crafted cunningly by cool captivating
curvaceous characters.

Knot Here Knots and other things you’d
rather knot know about...
We’re Knot Here to teach you how to tie
useful knots; we’re Knot Here to teach
you how to knot your own jewellery;
we’re Knot Here to provide you any
useful resources – we’re just here to
teach you things you’d rather knot
know about... there may or may knot
be Kawakawa Tea, Henna, and a bike
maintenance enthusiast here –you’ll
have to come visit us to find out! P.S.
There are no guarantees that Knot Here
will knot be Knot Here when you visit…
Saloon of ill repute Western Saloon
A friendly relaxed saloon bar specializing
in home made craft beer, open for
others to use the bar space for their own
activities and giftings also
Paddock Radio 88.1 FM
On-site radio station 88.1 FM

Garden of Earthly Delight Chill innerjourney nature lounge
Journey deep into your inner universe
with some age old wisdom from the
Botanist. Backed by science and a huge
dose of the unkown. Garden of Earthly
Delight is a chill space for you to listen
to stories of mysticism and engage
your curiosity about the advancement
of psychedelics. Check out our
inner garden Bell tents, refresh with
homemade kombucha and some sweet
tunes from around the world.

Tune into Paddock Radio 88.1 FM
If you’re taking photos on your
smartphone to share with friends
while you’re on the Paddock, you can
also share them with the community
on Instagram, using the hashtag
#Kiwiburn2018. We’re looking
forward to seeing what you get up to!

MOOP (Matter-Out-Of-Place)
Our community respects the
environment. We are committed
to leaving no physical trace
of our activities wherever we
gather. If you see MOOP, pick
it up. You are responsible for
ensuring your campsite is clean
before you leave.

